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Over 10000 hours on this game before it got on steam
Kiss your life goodbye. Ridiculous, over-the-top, not politically correct, and definitely not the sort of thing on a Social Justice
Warrior's wishlist. It's the Mortal Kombat of the current zeitgeist... with elastic cleavage and more "fan service" than you can
shake a di... er, stick at. My favorite characters are JaeQuellen and E Hyundai. Be wary though, as there are rough edges to
consider. The game requires a recent video card to run smoothly, the controls are kinda clunky, and there are all sorts of
glitches. However, it's clearly a work in progress and what's here is enough to give anyone the 5 or 10 minutes of frequent
satisfaction they need. As they say, sometimes you buy the full girlfriend experience (Street Fighter V, Tekken 7, etc) and
sometimes you drop a tenner on seven minutes with a random (this game). Either way, you fall asleep happy.. waiting for the
next one .nice to go through a story without any stress of getting stuck or killed. Great Game at a great price!
For the moment it supports English, Spanish and Greek languages! Many cases to play with, innovative game (haven't seen
anything close to that) and it has a great potential for more features and cases!

PS. And super-friendly developer too! 5*. It may say that I have this game but I have actually never played or seen this in my
life but it looks like it's for five year old's anyway.
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My first dlc, use to regular on all lines, I use to ride on them as a kid, so I have soft spot for them,,,

Good value for money... If you own a line with a lot of station's on, they're really good fun in QD.. Jumping: ON
Collission: ON
Frindships: GONE
10/10. I have played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It includes
multiplayer which is awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more than a
couple of people in a game at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and Blade
series if that were boiled down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. Seems like a
pretty good asteroids type game. , varied enemies and powerups. Heatseeking missiles were my favorite. Got this game with the
nuk games complete collection.. Originally sold as the "founders pack" with the promise that it would be for sale untille the
game went free to play they then re-named it premium pack 1 and straight up gave is false promises. So we support the damn
game, then get stabbed in the back. Blackspot eat a bag of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you lying
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Thought it was gonna be funny bad, turned out to just be really bad.. I like match 3 and I
like rpgs but this game has a battle system that favors the npc monsters and its just not fun for me. Every move you make to set
up your matches charges the enemy bars and they just end up overwhelming me. Gameplay aside the weird lost saves issues I
keep hearing about just adds to my apprehension about keeping this. I requested a refund.. PROS:
Nice retro\/pixel graphics.
Good music (but only one song).
100% achievements.
Decent sound effects.
Easy gameplay.
You can have fun playing it.

CONS:
Some enemies are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
No controller support.
Limited weapons.
Short.

\u2582\u2583\u2585\u2587\u2588 Final judgement: 70\/100 \u2588\u2587\u2585\u2583\u2582
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